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1) The book is intended to change the way we see today’s countryside as it 

examines ecological species as individual time-travellers through the centuries and 

the spaces in our countryside –‘biodiversity time-capsules’. 

2) Now, evidenced by unnoticed, small, ancient trees, by indicator plants of 

‘ancient woodland’ (but not in medieval ‘woods’), and by soils, fungi, and more, 

the ‘Shadow Woods’ provide remarkable insights into the lost landscapes of 

Domesday. 

3) Sites across Britain suggest common origins of now distinct habitats such as 

moors, heaths, commons, bogs, fens, parks, forests, chases, and of course, ‘woods’. 

Furthermore, the emerging vision of these past 

landscapes provides a glimpse perhaps, into the so-called 

‘primeval landscape’ as envisioned by Frans Vera and the 

basis for many ‘re-wilding’ initiatives.

‘Shadow Woods: a Search for Lost Landscapes’ 



• A fundamental problem in ancient tree conservation is the biological & living nature of the 

resource, and in most cases at least, the inevitability of decline, death, & loss. 

• Compounded by end of eco-cultural processes (wood pasture / 

coppice) which over countless centuries produced today’s now-retired veterans. 

So …….‘where might be the……. 

NEW VETERANS?’

Life & Death…..



The ecological history of Europe and the nature of the so-called primeval landscape 
have been hotly debated in the last twenty years (e.g. Vera, 2000; Rackham, 2006). 

Discussions have moved further to consider the desire to ‘re-wild’ future landscapes, 
but most advocates of such approaches fail to understand the historical drivers that 

helped create modern countryside (Rotherham, 2014). 

The Nature of the Primeval Landscape





Bigger

Bolder

More joined / connected

Sustained 

Economically viable & realistic 

CONSERVATION SOLUTIONS 
need to be……..



Evidencing ‘ancient woodlands’ 

The European primeval landscape 
and Vera

Future-scapes and re-wilding……

By way of introduction
– key questions 





Above all – big, fluid & 
dynamic – and wet!!! 

How was the ancient European landscape? 

Ecological functioning Topography / geology Nutrients 

Suites of species driving the ecology Co-evolution                       Natural processes 

Big trees Wild fires Extreme weather – storms etc

Diseases and pests Seasons - drought / floods – erosion / deposition             

Disturbance

What about Vera's herbivores?





The Vera debate
– grazing herbivores – keystone 

species in wilder pasts & futures 

Wild vs cultural 

Eco-cultural
Evolution 

of Ecological 
complexity 



Intensive studies in the South Pennines & Peak District, driven by the need to 
understand the past, to inform the present & guide the future management of the 

countryside. 

Cross-disciplinary research by historians, 
archaeologists, & ecologists across the UK 
& Europe

Looking back to origins………



Wood pastures 
& 

Pasture woods

Domesday - 1066 and all that
How big are the gaps???



The core study area situated just west of Sheffield had 
many thousands of acres of wood pasture but few 
‘woods’. 

According to Melvyn Jones (pers. comm.) - Wood pasture - widespread throughout Derbyshire.

252 manors listed, 118 had wood pasture but only 35 had silva minuta (coppice

woods).

Close to the study area, Edale with outliers at Aston, Shatton and Tideswell - 13,000 acres of wooded commons

[20 SQUARE MILES]

Hathersage (with outliers at Bamford, Hurst, Offerton, and Stony Middleton) - 4,032 acres of wood pasture.

Derbyshire at Domesday (1086),……



One output of these collaborations has been the recent discovery of ‘Shadow 
Woods’ and recognition of the lineage of modern-day heaths and moors from 

medieval wood pastures & wooded commons (Rotherham, 2017). 

‘Shadow Woods’

Big Moor – Peak District 







Looe Bar, Cornwall





Painting by David 
Lewis

Bogs, wet moors, 
wetlands & fenlands…..

Landscapes 
transformed

The Lost Fens etc……





• Lost Woods

• Ghost Woods

• Shadow Woods
Evidence has emerged of remarkable survival of    

biodiversity time-capsules 

- generally unrecognised and wrongly attributed 
ecological communities 



The search for 
‘ancient woodland 
indicators’……… 

Woodland Trust



What is a wood? 
Trees beyond the wood??



The limewoods for 
example ……..

CONTINUITY…………



Linwood Warren for example……..

Shared origins……enclosed at Domesday

Woods, wooded  commons, moors, heaths, parks, chases, forests, 
fens, bogs, downland,…… from the pre-Domesday wood pastures.  





Ancient & primeval landscapes
– natural processes 

Medieval countryside
– subsistence management  

Survival to modern times 

- conservation

Modernisation …………

– Biodiversity Time-capsules

The British medieval countryside 



Time-capsules of biodiversity 
through centuries………. 

Woodland 
Indicator 

Species  etc



John Cleese  - CLOCKWISE  - THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING WHOYOU ARE, IS 

TO KNOW WHERE YOU ARE AND WHENYOU 

ARE ……….

We can apply some basic 
ideas to ecological processes 

Everything in our         ecology today has to 
be somewhere in the past landscape……





Pre-improvement – refugia

Post-improvement – no refugia ----

EXTINCTION

Grubby Landscapes……



Understanding the past 

Magna Carta
of the 

Landscape

Parliamentary 
enclosures…



The modern countryside 



What’s gone wrong……..????? 

Parliamentary 
Enclosures

Nature 
reserves

The landscape pre-improvement 





In the field………



The wide open spaces……….

Reinterpretation…….

















Searching for Shadows & 
Ghosts……………..



Example – historical / ecological / soil evidence

• Field survey

• Botanical indicators

• Waxcap fungi

• Ancient trees

• Soils 

• Historical sources – maps etc

• Place-names

• Sediment profiles

Sheffield

Peak 
District



Ian Rotherham, Sheffield 
Hallam University

Longshaw Derbyshire – evidence of 
2,000 years of probably continuous 
grazing management 

The Old Man of 
Longshaw, Derbyshire

1 metre



Shadow woods – bluebells 

Dog’s mercury,
Greater Stitchwort,
Climbing corydalis
Oxalis etc



Bucka Hill



1800s maps & Botanical indicators









Farey 1811 describes 
the removal of small 
trees by grazing 
animals 

Noted as ‘wood pastures’  on 

map keys from 1800s













NOT EVEN ON THE 
MAP



Futurescapes
& 

trajectories?



Understand past evolution

Inform present condition

Guide future development options 

Future-scapes



Calver Sough Meadow, 

Derbyshire 



Extensive areas of landscapes and habitats have been ‘misplaced’ or 

perhaps ‘misclassified’. 

PULSES IN LANDSCAPES
War, disease, economic & political change, climate, etc

Seen anew as incipient wooded commons & grazed treescapes, 

these may be ‘wood pastures in waiting’ & sources of future 

veterans.

Enormous potential to search & discover ‘lost 
landscapes’ throughout much of Great Britain. 



Godolphin Hill, 
Cornwall



Longstone
Edge, 
Derbyshire 



The White Peak



Hassop, Peak District



Burbage Moor in 
the Peak District 



Clumber Park 
in Sherwood



Leash Fen in the Peak 
District 





Unleashing the power of the landscape……… 
working ‘with the grain of nature’


